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ABSTRACT. An uccouut of tho studios on the operation of Geiger counters with 
reversed potential distribution and the effect of heating the axial wire is given. Using a 
typical set of self-quenching, non-solfquenching and low voltage counters, variations of tho 
parameters like ‘pulse-size', ‘plateau’, ‘dead-time’ and ‘rise-time’ associated with countc^ rs 
under different modes of operation are presented. The discharge mechanism of self-quenching 
counters operated with potentials reversed is discussed in some detail. It is suggested that 
a radial spread of discharge takes place in the reversed operation of the counter instead of a 
lengthwise spread associated with normal counters.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In a normal Geiger coontor operation, it is customary to maintain the axial 
wire at a positive potential, as suggested in the original paper of Geiger an<l 
Muller (1928). However, Cowie (1935) first attempted to operate a Geiger counter 
with potentials reversed. Further, Korff (1958) indicated that in some easels 
of low voltage Geiger counters the behaviour with reversed potentials was just 
as well as of the counters with normal potential distribution and even bettor. 
In this paper it is attempted to give a connected account of the studies on tho 
behaviour of such Geiger counters with reversed potential distribution, that 
formed a part of the preliminary course of investigations in exploring the possi­
bilities of using a Geiger counter for tho detection of thermionic emission at low 
temperatures with the conventional arrangement of having an axially heated 
filament as the cathode.
E X P E R I M E N T A L  S T U D Y  O F  T H E  O P E R A T I O N  O P  T Y P I C A L  
C O U N T E R S  W I T H  R E V E R S E D  P O T E N T I A L S
(A) Self-quenching counter (with reversed potentials).
The counter consisted of a pyrex glass tube envelope, whose inner surface 
was coated with aquadag to form the outer cylinder, having the dimensions 
10 cm. by 2-5 cm. Tho axial tungsten wire had a diameter 0 4  mm. The filling 
gas was 1 cm, of petroleum ether plus 9 cm. of argon. W ith tho customary
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negative potential on the outer cylinder, the counter Avorkod i>orfoctly well, 
having a good plateau with about 09% efficiency for the detection of elecitrons 
produced within its working volume.
The situation caiaiigecl comi)l(^tcay with the application of the positive potential 
on the outer cylinder, in an attempt to opcTate tlic counter with reversed ])ot(‘n- 
tials. Using a C.R.O. for scanning the pulses, it wa>s soon evident that the counter 
only t)perated with cxtreino characteristics, viz., either it did not count at all or 
liroke down into discharges. The plateau, if any was extremely narrow. Koc^ p- 
iug the counter slightly below the discliargo potential, no cosmi(;-ray background 
could bo detected, nor any influence of an external radioactive source. How­
ever, by careful adjustment of the counter voltagcj and th(^  proximity of a sourctes 
it ('ould be arranged that the (;ounter respoivled to a small extent to an ('xternal 
source. But the pulses persisted even after the removal of tlie souren^ . A plausible 
exiflanation of the above findings is tlic following :
The (‘osmic or radioactive radiations produce primary ion pairs within the 
volume of the counter. The electrons arc^  collecdcul by tlu‘/ positive cylinder in 
the low field region, without producing any Towns(Mid avalanche. If they happen 
to produce any secondary electrons by the bombardment of the cylinder, these 
id(K*.trons are also collected, without contributing to the contimiatiori of the dis­
charge. The positive ions, consist predominantly of argon ions. Tlie actual 
number of etrgon ions Na is given by
Na _ Pa^a
P^ (r.
. .  ( 1)
where Nj, is the number of vapour ions, P  is tlui pressure and ct tJu) ionization 
(Toss-section of the arg(m or the vapour as indicated by the subscript. Most of 
tlie positive ions, therefore, will bo of the vehicular gas, simply because there 
is so much more of that present. These ions on their wa}^  ^ towards the negative^ , 
axial wire will make collisions with the neutral moh^cules of th(j vapour. Since, 
in general, the ionization potential of the vehicidar gas is greater than that of the 
vapour, conditions are favourable for electron transfer to take place. Tlius the 
reaction :
A +^M  - »  M+-\-A+E ■ • (2)
takes place, where A is the Argon atom, M  the organic moku'ulc, these symbols 
with the superscript ( - f ) the corresponding ions and E is ciuirgy. IJio diflorcnco 
in energy, mixst o f course be dissipated, but this can occur as radiation i*f a photon 
OP as kinetic energy of the two entities involved in the collission. Furthoi, since 
the free paths between colUsions are o f the order 10-» to 10-* cm., the ion will 
make some thousands of collisions on its way to tho axial wire, of wluch collisions 
tliis number multiplied by tho partial pressure of the vaiJour wiU be with vapour
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molecules. This is a sufficiently large number to ensure that charge transfer will 
in all probability take place. The result of this process is that all the ions arriving 
near tlv^  axial wire are of the vapour, and not of vohiclar gas. It is a general 
property of complex molecules that because of the crossing over of the potential 
energy curves, the energy excess in the molecule upon neutralization does not 
manifest itself as radiation but gives rise to radiationless transitions, the energy 
being expended in breaking molecular bonds. Thus in the absence of supply of 
new electrons to initiate a To^vn8end avalanche in the vicinity of the wire, then^  
is no pulse to be recorded. It is assumed liero that the heavy vapour ion, on 
account of its low mobility is incapable of producing ionization by collision whik^  
approaching the wire.
However, if a primary ionization event takes place in the immediate vicinity 
of the wire, the outgoing electron will produce Townsend avalanche. The avalau- 
cho-prodiicod ele(‘irons will move outward towards the positive outcir cylindei-, 
while the positive ions, consisting mostly of Argon ions will form a stationary 
cloud quenching the discharge.
The period of extinction lasts until the positive ion space charge, consisting 
mostly of ions, reaches the wire and the last positive ions re-initiate the dis­
charge, Tliis repetitive process behaves like a regular discharge phenomenon, 
resembling the one occurring at the high voltage end of the plateau of a normal 
Geiger counter. If the voltage is sufficiently high, the discliargo shows a periodi­
city analogous to Trichers (1938) periodic corona. Figure 1 shows a idiotograpliic; 
oscillogram illustrating the periodicity. If, however, the voltage is lowercnl to 
a value when the pulses just appear, one identifies the Vlead-time’ phenomcnoii 
for a Geiger counter with reversed potentials, as shown in the oscilloscopic pattern 
in figure 2. For comparison, a photograph of the ‘dead-time’ oscillogram of tli(‘ 
normal Geiger counter is shown in figure 3, It may be noted that there is no 
gradual growth of pulse size in the case of a reversed potential Geiger counter, 
which moans that the ‘dead time’ and ‘recovery time’ are identical.
On account of negligible bacjk-ground of a ‘reversed potential’ self-quonchcd 
Geiger counter, it was considered worthwhile to attempt a new ‘low-level’ counting 
technique by coating the axial wire with a small amount of radioactive material. 
Unfortunately, the idea did not work because of the erratic nature of the secon­
dary electron production by positive ion-bombardment of the wire. Due to th(' 
narrowness of the plateau, the pulses easily stepped into the discharge region. 
In a similar manner, thermionic eleotrons produced by heating the axial wire also 
broke into spurious discharge pulses.
D I S C H A R G E  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S
Perhaps the most characteristic feature o f the normal Geiger type of dis­
charge is found in the complete spreading of discharge along the whole active
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longth of the wire. Moek (1940) suggested that tlie moclianism of spread is 
probably akin to the st^oaln^3  ^ mechanism of spark breakdown. The photfms 
produced in the initial avalanche produce nearby ionization in the counter gas, 
w1ii(jh is amplified by the radial field and which ovontually spreads tlie discharges 
to both ends of the counter. Alder et al (1947) worked out tlu^  theory of the 
above discharge propagation mechanism and their work was later improved upon 
by Wilkinson (1948). Several authors have investigated the extent to which the 
spread of the discharge along the wire can be controlled. For example, Stover 
(1941, 1942), Wilkeningand Kanuo (1942), Curran and Uao(1947), Nawijn (1948), 
Liobson (1947) and Graggs and Jaffe (1947) have investigated various asijocts 
of the subject. Stover appears to have been tht) first to show that a glass bead 
mounted on the wire of a fast self-quenched counter may, if the dimensiouH arc 
suitable, prevent the spread. It  shows that the active region of the discharge 
is localized near the wire. Photoemission from the catluxh  ^ must bo negligible 
if the localization is to be great. B y controlling the variables, i.e., by a reduc­
tion in pressure, Stevor fouml it possible to produce discharge spread past the 
])ead. The localizing devices used by Stever and others usually give no appro-, 
ciable redii(;tion in discharge spread with non-selfquonching counters.
Following Stover’s technique a counter was coristructtxl with a small glass 
binid fixed near the middle of the axial wire. The counter was filled with a 
mixture of argon and petroleum other at a pressure of 5 cm. of Hg. During the 
normal counting, the pulses revealed two different sizes, tlie bigger p;ilso Inking 
about double the size of the smaller one. Obviously the. former were diui to 
fast electrons passing through both segments of the counter and W(^ r<^  fewer in 
number. B y  passing suitable current through the wire, it was also possible to 
attenuate the density of the gas in its neighbourhood to such an ('sxtemt as to 
enable the discharge spread past the bead and equalize the i)uls('s. When, how- 
(^ver, the counter was operated with reversed potentials, all the pulses were of 
the same size, even without heating the wire. It was tluTcfore evidtuit that the 
imths along which the discharge spread were different in the two cases. This 
diagnosis is not very conclusive because the pulses also became equal when the 
counter with normal potentials was operated in the discharge region i.e., beyond 
the range of its plateau. It is likely that cathode emission by imabsorbed photons 
from the avalanches near the wire is responsible for the discharge spread.
Similar experiments were also made with divided cathode tubes. Stesver 
{1941, 1942) and Ramsey (1942) suggested some applications of divided counters 
containing self-quenching gases, with complete localization of the discharge to 
the cylinder in which it is initiated. Accordingly two cylinders of aquadag 
Were painted within the same glass envelope, being separated from eaih otlxer 
a gap o f 4  cm. The same axial wire passed through the two cylinders, one 
having twice the leivgth of the other. The combined double counter was filled
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with a mixture of argon and petroleum ether at a pressure of 5 cm. of Hg. Apply, 
ing positive potential on the wire, when the pulses wore taken from the cathode 
cylinders consecutively, it was noted that the pulse-size was proportional to tlu; 
length of the cathode. TJiia disparity in pulso-sizo remained even when the 
counter was operated in the discharge region also. However, when negative poten­
tial was apphod to the axial wire and pulses taken from the outer cylinder as in 
the previous experiment, it was noted that the piUse-size in the two cases W(irc 
equal.
The above result indicates that while in the case of a normal counter with 
positive potential on the wire, the discharge spreads along the length of th('. 
counter resulting in a pulse proportional to the length, it spreads radially in the 
case of a counter operated with negative potential on the wire. This conclusion 
finds ample support in the cloud chamber pictures of electron avalanches taken by 
Campion (1954) and Raother (1937) respectively. Figure 4 shows a reproduction 
of Campion’s photograph illustrating the spread of the discharge along the length 
of the axial an<Kle wire of a Geiger counter enclosed within a cloud chamber, the 
chamber being triggered by a cosmic ray electron passing through the a -tive volnnni 
of the counter. Figure 5 on the other hand, shows Raethcr’s cloud track pictuiv 
of a single electron avalanche between two parallel plates with the cathode at, 
the bottom.
Incidentally, it was observed that the pulse-size of a normal self-quenchcil 
Geiger counter was invariably smaller than that obtained when it was operated 
with reversed potentials. This difference in size was much more prominent in 
the case of a non self-quenching counter. It  may be noted in this connection 
that the positive ions do not produce ionization by collision in the case of a normal 
Geiger counter, while in the case of a reversed Geiger counter, they do so pn>- 
bably. This factor may be one of the causes for the disparity of pulse-size in 
the two directions. However, this point needs further investigation. Additional 
data, regarding the variation of ‘pulse-size’, ‘plateau’, ‘dead time’ and ‘rise-tiracd, 
associated with Geiger counters under different modes of operation, are collec­
tively presented in tables 1 and 2.
(B) Non Self-quenching counter {With reversed poterUiala) :
I t  consisted of a pyrex glass tube envelope of diameter 2'5 cm., whose inner 
surface was coated with aquadag to form the outer cylindrical electrode of 10 cm 
length. The axial tungsten wire had a diameter of 0*1 mm. The counter was 
filled with commercial Argon at a pressure of 10 cm. of Hg. W ith normal poten­
tial distribution, the counter wewked reasonably well as a slow counter, having 
an external <}uenching resistor of 10^ <* ohins.
R, c .  SASTRI AND S. D. CHATTERJEE. Indian Journal of Physics.
Vol. 42 No. 12
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Eicure 1. Periodic Corona pulsc.s analogous to 1 iichcl pulses
Ficure 2. ‘ Dead-time’ in a Ceiger counter operated 
with reversed potentials.
R. C. SASTRI AND S. D. CHATTERJEE. Indian Journal o f Phv > ;
Vol. 42 No. 12
P L A T E -18B
Figure 3. ‘ Dead-time ’ in a normally opcrted Geiger
counter.
Figure 4. Campion’s photograph illustrating the spread 
of discharge along the length of the axial 
anode wire of Geiger counter.
K S A S T R I AND 8. D . C H A T T E R J E E . Indian Journal of Physics.
Vol. 42 No. 12
P L A T E -19
ifc 5. Raclher's cloud track picture of a single electron avalcnbc between 
two parallel plates with the cathode at the bottom.
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When the potential was reversed, the counter operated under a rerluoed 
efficiency. The value of tuo relative effieieney c of tlio reversed counter with 
respect to the normal counter was 0-21, whieh compares favourably with Cowie’s 
(1930) value of e =  0-23 during his second run of the experiment. Cowie inter­
preted the inefficiency of the reversed counter by suppo.sing the counter action 
to bo produced when a positive ion strikes the wire and liberates from it a secondary 
electron. Whenever an electron is so liberated a discharge results, but the j»ro- 
bability of liberation is low. Penning (1930) and others have investigated tlic 
probability of emission of secondary electrons from tungsten by impact of positive! 
ions of several gases. The number of electrons per ion varies from 0-03 to 0 0r> 
for (mergies of incident ions below 50 volts and increascis nearly linearly with 
(mergy upto 0-42 for 1000 volt ions. With the variations of the plienomenon 
attributable to adsorbed gaseous layers, it seems probable that this raug<! ol' 
I>robabilities stands in agreement with the efficiency found in the above counhir 
i^xperiments.
However, when the axial wire was heated by passing a eummt through it, tlic 
counter action merged into continuous discharge. In this i‘.aso, the thermal electron 
produced in the high field region, initiated outward moving electron avalanches, 
whieh in turn, produced many positive ions. The localised cloud of ])ositivc 
ions extinguishes the discharge, until the positive space charge rea(*hcs tlu^ , wire 
and one of the last positive ions liberates a seconfiary electron which rc-iiiitiates 
the discharge. This process is somewhat less effective in the case of a s(^lf-quen- 
ehod counter, because of the charge transfer from the positive ions of the vehicular 
gas to the vapour molecules, culminating in the dissociation of the latter.
A  similar experiment was performed with a counter filled with hydrogen gas 
at a pressure of 10 cm. of Hg, with almost identical results.
(C) Low Voltage Countem : (with reversed potentials)
The following two types of low voltage counters were experimented witli :
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and
(1) Simpson (1950) type
(2) Van Duuren (1961) typ('.
The first type was constructed in our laboratory following Simpson’s ukkIus 
oj)orandi. It  consisted of a pyrex glass envelope containing a seamless copper 
tubing of 1 cm. diameter and 10 cm. length, with a thick layer of CugO on its 
surface. The oxide layer reduced its photo-sensitivity and contributed to its 
freedom from spurious pulses at large overvoltages. The axial tungsten wire 
had a diameter of 0*1 mm* The counter was evacuated with the help of a mercury 
diffusion pump and simultaneously outgassod at 300®C. W ith liquid nitrogen 
around the manifold trap, a mixture of 16 cm. of Ne plus 0-012 per cent A was 
pr6I>ared in the corinter. All gases wore stated to be “spectroscopically pure” *
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Any Hg. vapour from the diffusion pump or miniature McLeod gauge was trapped 
in glass limbs immersed in liquid nitrogen. The threshold voltage fur normal 
eouutiug was lOf) V and for reverse counting 307 V. It is apparent that at such 
pressurcis of the (Ne 15 cm. -f-0*012% A) gaseous mixture, the breakdown potential 
is lower for an antxlo ct^ntral wire than for a cathode central wire. The theory 
of anomalous lowering of breakdown potential has been described by Druyvestyu 
and Penning (1940). The counter worked satisfactorily with an ext(‘.rnal quench­
ing resistance of 10® ohms i)i the normal direction with a ixiady response to an 
external source of radiation. But, when it was operated with reversed potentials, 
the response bocjamc quite feeble, indicating its inefficiency. An interesting feature^  
was liowcver, noted wlien this particular counter was opera toil in th(j normal 
direction, wliilo tlui axial wire Avas l)oing heated. In this ease, the jmlse si/c 
progrc5Ssively diminished and ultimately vanished. On tlu^  other hand the pulse, 
size incjroased with overvoltage as previously statorl. The explanation of th<‘ 
X>h(momenon may Ikj sought from a glance at the curve showm in figure 6 show'ing 
the breakdown voltage between two co-axial cylinders filled with {Ne+0*002% A)
5000^ —
JoooU
I
JOOO^
c I
S 1
S I^ lOOO^
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83
2pq 300.-
JOOt- o-ooiXtr-
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Figaro 6. Breakdown voltage versus pressure.
as a function of pressure. It  may be seen that the two curves for axial wire 
anode and cathode respectively intersect at a point and then the former goes do^ni- 
ward at higher pressure. Thus, if the pressure is reduced, the breakdown poten­
tial may go up. This is equally true for the threshold potential which hapiiens 
to be situated at the opposite and of the plateau. When the axial wire is heated, 
the density of the gas mixture in the vicinity of the wire diminishes which is 
equivalent to the lowering of the gas pressure in the Townsend avalanche region. 
Consequently the threshold potential rises, culminating in the reduction of tlu' 
pulse size. This reduction in pulse-size is almost negligible when the central 
wire is heated as a cathode. Furthermore, the response of the reversed Simi>soii
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counter was again very poor to lii)eralcd thermo-oloctrons, although the dis­
turbing effect of the positive ions had Ixion ininiiiiiscd on account of the lower 
field gradient near the wire. It is probal)lo tliat the inefficiency of the low voltage 
counter to thermal electrons liberattKl along its axis is diu^  to tlio saiiio (raus(^  as 
in the case of reversed proportional (;ouiit(u% viz., the large straggling of mean 
free patli of thermal electrons in a restricted iiigli field region. The second typo 
of low voltage counter comprises the typo descrilH‘d by Van Diiurcn (1961), 
Since such counters were readily availalile in the jnarket under Philip's trade 
name, some of these were tested according to th(^  s c I k m I u I i *. IJufortunatiOy, most 
of these counters had thick axial wires with only one external terminal, which 
was unadaptable for the experiment on thmnioaic (^ mission. NcwnTtlu^ h^ ss, the 
behaviour of such counters with reversed potentials, w^as worth studying.
Figure 7 shows a prototypes of Philips 18503 counter. It e;onsists of a (cylin­
drical outer electrode of iron chromium alloy of l(*ngtli 4 cm. and diameter 1-44 cm.
Figure 7. Philips low voltage counter (Typo 18503).
One end of the cylinder is closed by a flat glass disc, coated externally with a bla(?k 
insulating varnish, through the centre of whi(?h passes tho axial (cylindrical clectrcxle 
of 1 mm. diameter. The other end of the cylinder is clos(id by a metal cap and 
the axial cylindrical electrode is terminated with a glass bead very close to this 
end. The filling gas is a neon-argon halogen mixture of appropriate pro])ortions 
for a low voltage operation. Fig\iro 8, shows the plateau of the counter in both 
directions separately. It may bo noted that the threshold of the rev(u*sed counter 
is higher than the one for normal operation and tho relative efficiency of the 
reversed counter with respect to the normal counter is 0*076 at an operating 
potential of 400 V. However, at a higher ojxirating potential 580 V it increases 
to 0*228. Furthermore, when two counters (Type 18503) almost identical in their 
normal mode of operation wc^ ro run in coincidence separated v(jrtically by a dis- 
tanoe of 4*3 cm. centre to centre they registered a single coincidence count in a run 
of 3 hours duration with the potentials reversed while there were 182 coincidence 
counts in the normal direction, in both cases, tho operating potential being kept
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at 400 V . Henco, the relative efficiency for double coincidences obtained experi- 
inontally is 5*5xl0~^, which agrees with the theoretically calculated values of
■§ ,oo
9
O
I
NOIIMAL OmCCTION
(VCVltftVCO OtHKCTON
440
—> Voltage.
Figure 8. Number of counts per minute versus counter voltage.
the efficiency of single counting squared i.e., (0*0765)2 ~  5*7 x 10~®. A  second 
run at a higher operating potential 5S0 V  registered 9 coincidence counts in the 
reversed direction and 189 coincidence counts in the normal direction. The 
relative efficiency obtained experimentally for the double coincidence experi­
ment at the liigher voltage comes out to bo 9/189 4*7 X 10’'^ which also agrees
Voltage.
Figure 9* Dead-time versus oounter voltage.
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with tho calculated value of e® =  5-1 x 10“ ’"*. Thus, the relative efficiencies 
for the coincidence calculated from the above figures for the single counting in 
the two cases, compare favourably with the experimental values within the 
limits of statistical accuracy. Figure 9 sliows the dependence of d(iad time with
Figure 10. Rise-time versus counter voltage.
(H)unter voltage in either case. Tho hump on the dead tinu^  (uirvt* for the (iontral 
electrode positive has been explained by Van Duuren as being due to the state
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of transition of the counter from the self-quenching to the non-self quenching 
type. Figure 10 represents the variation of rise time for this counter in either 
mode of operation. Figure 11 shows the dependence of pulse size on counter 
voltage in cither case. I t  may he noted that for the reversed operation the 
pulse size is independent of (n:)untor voltage so long as the counter operates in 
the self-quenching region.
Tlie collected data of operating parameters for various types of counters 
are preseiitod in tables 1 and 2.
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